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Abstract:
In this paper, I integrate key developments into a “just peace” moral analysis and argue for the
Catholic Church to also develop and embrace a “just peace” approach. First, I describe present
Catholic social teaching and the present threads I see related to just peace. Second, I describe the
ecumenical turns to just peace and Glen Stassen’s just peacemaking, which has similarities to
present Catholic social teaching. Third, I offer a critical analysis of Catholic social teaching and
just peacemaking to propose a turn to a freshly integrated “just peace” approach.
Introduction
Themes closely related to just peace have been re-emerging in Catholic social teaching,
particularly with the witness of Pope Francis. Nevertheless, the official teaching still remains
largely linked to a “just war” approach, which is often relied on by many Catholics in leadership.
Even though the ecumenically developed “just peacemaking” practices have been around for at
least twenty years, contemporary debates too often continue the traditional pacifism vs. just war
frame, whether discussed in Catholic circles, classrooms, scholarship, popular conversation,
media, political or military discourse.1 Yet, while both pacifism and “just war” have notable
critics, the “just war” concept has faced increasing scrutiny from both military actors and in
Catholic social teaching. Meanwhile, more recent theological scholarship has been developing
just peacemaking, just peace criteria that apply to all stages of conflict, a just peace ethic, the
virtue of nonviolent peacemaking, and just peace churches, signaling an emerging synthesis
about the potential validity and content of a turn to emphasize a “just peace” approach.
In this paper, I offer a fresh integration of these key developments in a “just peace” moral
analysis and argue for the Catholic Church to similarly develop and turn to a “just peace”
approach.2 First, I describe present Catholic social teaching by focusing on the present threads I
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see related to just peace. Second, I describe the complementary ecumenical turns to just peace
and Glen Stassen’s collaborative effort on just peacemaking, which has similarities to present
Catholic social teaching. Third, I offer a critical analysis of Catholic social teaching and just
peacemaking to propose a turn to a freshly integrated “just peace” approach, which I think
should consider at least a shift away from the language or frame of “just war.” To be clear, this
article is primarily about integrating developments of “just peace” and demonstrating the value
of leading with or centering on this approach. Hence, I do not attempt a thorough analysis or
refutation of “just war” approaches and their specific content. However, for the sake of
enhancing the significance of my argument there is some attention to key limits of the basic “just
war” concept, i.e. that war can be justifiable, an activity of justice, or a way to bring about
justice; whether one leans more to the revisionist or realist approaches.3 In turn, my argument as
far as it relates to “just war” in this article is primarily about shifting emphasis and turning away
from the language of “just war” more so than dealing with the specific criteria or approach. Yet,
toward the end I make some brief references to issues with the criteria simply for the sake of
showing some differences with just peace criteria. Before concluding this article, I end with
public policy examples and some key challenges to help advance the development and embrace
of a possible “just peace” approach for Catholic social teaching.
As people of hope we are consoled by God’s promise that “justice and peace shall
embrace.”4 This image is the embodiment of God’s vision for our world- God’s shalom. Shalom
is often translated as “peace,” but its Hebrew roots imply a deeper meaning of peace that goes
beyond cessation of violence toward a holistic vision of well-being, healing, and restoration
involving all areas of social and economic life. As people of faith we are called to join with God
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in this active work and are especially reminded both that peace requires justice-making and
justice requires peace-making.
Jesus Christ, the presence and manifestation of God’s love on earth, concretizes these
themes in a set of formative and core practices. “Jesus lived in a warzone, under foreign military
occupation, in periods of civil war and violent insurgency against the foreign occupiers and the
domestic leaders who cooperated with occupying forces. He and his family were refugees and
fled genocide.”5 Yet, Jesus makes it clear that he was not in favor of a negative peace based on
the sword. Instead, Jesus models the way of just peace by becoming vulnerable, inviting
participation in the Reign of God, caring for the outcasts and prioritizing those in urgent need,
loving and forgiving enemies, people building, challenging the religious, political, economic, and
military powers, healing and trauma healing of persons and communities, praying and fasting,
along with risking and offering his life on the cross to expose and transcend both injustice and
violence.
Jesus centers Shalom on the embodiment of mercy and compassion in the Good
Samaritan story. Jesus draws us to “righteousness,” which refers to living in accord with the will
of God. We know this will primarily through how Jesus lives, hence the “new commandment”
from Jesus is to “love as I have loved you,” i.e. the nonviolent love of neighbor, strangers and
enemies. With Jesus’ focus on healing and reconciliation, even with enemies, we have been
increasingly learning that the kind of justice Christ leans us toward is restorative justice, i.e.
focus on the wounds to relationships and how to heal those wounds.
Catholic Threads of Just Peace
It is still true today that official Catholic Social Teaching supports both a deep
commitment to nonviolence and to the acceptance of just war criteria, but with a narrowing
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application of such just war criteria to situations of mass atrocities like genocide or ethnic
cleansing. However, official Catholic moral theology and social teaching has been going through
some significant developments regarding the relationship between justice and peace. With the
years around Vatican II re-appropriating Jesus as the center of moral theology, along with the return to virtue ethics as a primary approach, and the extension of the call to holiness to the laity,
we have embarked on a turning to just peace.6 In 1963, Pope John XXIII legitimated human
dignity and human rights as integral to peace on earth. He held that it was “contrary to reason to
consider war as a suitable way to restore rights.”7 Pope Paul VI illuminated that peace comes via
development and the Church grew to better address structural injustice. He also amplified the
phrase, “if you want peace work for justice.”8 In terms of violence, he stated clearly “the Church
cannot accept violence, especially the force of arms,”9 and repeated Vatican II’s position that it is
“our clear duty to strain every muscle as we work for the time when all war can be completely
outlawed.”10 Pope John Paul II spoke of peace via development, human rights, solidarity, and
nonviolence. He specifically said in 1979 that “violence is evil…violence is a lie, for it goes
against the truth of our faith, the truth of our humanity. Violence destroys what it claims to
defend: the dignity, the life, the freedom of human beings.”11 Further, he exhorted persons not to
follow leaders who:
“train you in the way of inflicting death…Give yourself to the service of life, not the
work of death. Do not think that courage and strength are proved by killing and
destruction. True courage lies in working for peace…Violence is the enemy of justice.
Only peace can lead the way to true justice.”(my italics)12

In his 1991 encyclical Centesimus Annus, Pope John Paul further explicitly de-links the notion of
war and justice calling us “to reject definitively the idea that justice can be sought through
recourse to war.”13 With this deep recognition of the disconnect between violence and dignity as
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well as justice, in 2002 Pope John Paul II further illuminates this reality by extending Pope Paul
the VI’s idea of no peace without justice, to “no peace without justice and no justice without
forgiveness.”14 This is an essential move to recognizing justice requires peacemaking and justice
as restorative, which we are still growing into as a Catholic Church.
In 1993, the U.S. Catholic Bishops extended the ethic of nonviolence beyond potential
individual commitments and acknowledge that a nonviolent ethic is plausible for the public
order, as they raise increasing and serious questions about “just war.” These turns notably arise
out of a more prominent attention to spirituality, especially in terms of character and “peaceable
virtues.”15
More recently, Pope Benedict proclaimed that the love of enemies is the nucleus of the
Christian revolution and violence degrades the dignity of both victim and perpetrator.16 Further,
a five year International Theological Commission produced an extensive document approved by
the Congregation for the Doctrine of Faith, which de-legitimated any Christian justification of
violence:
“The revelation inscribed in the event of Jesus Christ, which universally manifests the
love of God, enables the religious justification of violence to be neutralized on the basis
of the Christological and Trinitarian truth of God.”17
Pope Francis has enthusiastically returned our attention to Jesus’ focus on mercy as the center of
Shalom and the alternative to violence. Pope Francis calls war the “suicide of humanity”18 and
calls us to “give up the way of arms.”19 He recognizes the reflectivity of means and ends, “Never
has the use of violence brought peace in its wake. War brings on war! Violence brings on
violence.”20 For instance, the premise that “might is right” has engendered immense inequality
and acts of violence.21 Challenging the basic Augustinian claim that “war should be waged when
necessary,”22 Francis proclaims that "war is never a necessity, nor is it inevitable. Another way
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can always be found.”23 Further, he recognizes that “war always does grave harm to the
environment.”24 Pope Francis calls us even deeper by saying that “fraternal love can only be
gratuitous; it can never be a means of repaying others for what they have done or will do for us.
That is why it is possible to love our enemies.”25 He even de-links justice and killing by saying
"justice can never be wrought by killing a human being.”26
Thus, he leans us into the process of disarmament, “I make my own the appeal of my
predecessors for the non-proliferation of arms and for disarmament of all parties, beginning with
(my emphasis) nuclear and chemical weapons disarmament.”27 In contrast to war, violence, and
the storing up of weapons, Pope Francis proclaims:
“The true force of the Christian is the force of truth and of love, which means rejecting all
violence. Faith and violence are incompatible! Faith and violence are incompatible! But
faith and strength go together. The Christian is not violent, but he is strong. And with
what strength? That of meekness, the force of meekness, the force of love.”28
In fact, he even goes further and challenges one of the core assumptions about courage,
particularly in U.S. society and policy, with a prophetic tone:
“Peacemaking calls for courage, much more so than warfare. (my italics) It calls for the
courage to say yes to encounter and no to conflict: yes to dialogue and no to violence; yes
to negotiations and no to hostilities.”29
Francis clearly rejects the deeply ingrained U.S. assumption, i.e. civil religion that “peace comes
through military strength.” For instance, he says “To speak about peace without making it is
contradictory, and those who speak about peace while promoting war, for example through the
sale of weapons, are hypocrites. It is very simple.”30
These are pretty remarkable developments for Catholics as many also presently appreciate
the concrete care for the poor and marginalized Pope Francis offers. However, it remains to be
seen how these trends eventually impact the Catholic Church’s still present, even if quite
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tentative, acceptance of the “just war” concept and at times the use of violence or the threat of
violence in situations of mass atrocities. A notable illustration of the nuance Pope Francis
illuminates is with the atrocities of the Islamic State. He declared it was “licit to stop the unjust
aggressor. I underscore the verb ‘stop;’ I don’t say bomb, make war -- stop him.”31 Further, like
Francis of Assisi with the Sultan, the pontiff also insisted that although dialogue with ISIS may
seem for many “almost impossible,” for his part, “the door is always open.”32 In the context of
his earlier statements, the door is open and I think the challenge is upon Catholics to discern
creative, effective nonviolent resistance approaches even in situations of mass atrocities.
In sum, the increasing recognition of the interconnection of justice and peace, of the return to Jesus as the model for Christian ethics, of the shared call to holiness and increasing role
of virtue ethics, of violence as destructive of human dignity and as the enemy of justice, of
justice as restorative, of the public role of a nonviolent ethic, of war as the suicide of humanity
and ineffective for bringing peace, of faith as incompatible with violence, and of peacemaking as
much more courageous than warfare all suggest a very difficult if not perhaps faltering future for
the notion of war as “just” and further even the explicit legitimation of violence in official
Catholic teaching and practice. But, we are not there yet.
However, a very promising recent conference on nonviolence and just peace was cosponsored by the Pontifical Council for Justice and Peace. The outcome document called the
Catholic Church to re-commit to the centrality of Gospel nonviolence and develop a new
framework of Just Peace, while no longer using or teaching the just war theory.33
Ecumenical Turns and Just peacemaking
Notably, during a period of ecumenical opening in the Catholic Church, the turning to
elements of just peace in official Catholic Church teaching has been coupled with an ecumenical
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turning of other Christian church organizations. The United Church of Christ formerly declared
itself a “Just Peace Church” in 1985 and numerous congregations followed, declaring themselves
“Just Peace Churches.” The United Methodist Church recognized that war is incompatible with
the teachings and example of Christ, and thus, has rejected war as an instrument of national
foreign policy.34 And more recently, on November 8, 2013, the World Council of Churches
adopted the “Way of Just Peace” as part of its 10th Assembly.35 A 2011 World Council of
Churches document entitled, “Ecumenical Call to Just peace,” declared the concept and the
mentality of “just war” to be obsolete.36
Even though there is a shared basic concept of “just war,” i.e. that war can be justifiable,
an activity of justice, or a way to justice, there are of course different aspects of this concept
emphasized and approaches to “just war” theory. For instance, these include revisionist and
realist; strong presumptions against war and presumptions for justice; cultural-spiritual
grounding and legal norms, etc. Some approaches are better than others. For instance, some
“revisionist” approaches suggest that “just war” theory now leads to a “practical pacifism” in
light of modern weapons. In general, the “revisionist” approach is more aligned with present
Catholic social teaching. I would argue that this “revisionist” or strong presumption against war
approach is generally better than more “realist” approaches, but it still could sway towards war
as the circumstances of modernity or technology change.
Nevertheless, regardless of the different approaches or expressions, theologians have
been illuminating further serious issues with the function, language and basic concept of “just
war.” First, in large part, it has proven largely ineffective in achieving its intended purpose,
namely, limiting the scourge of war. For instance, we see war itself and the weapons of war
growing in destructiveness and harm to civilians as well as frequent blowback. Further, it
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appears that “just war” has much more often been used to “justify” war, particularly by political
and military decision-makers, but also by some theologians and Catholic leaders.37 Second, the
“just war” approach to conflict, even in “revisionist” forms, also fails to create conditions for or
lead us toward a sustainable peace, i.e. peacebuilding. It often fails to cultivate the kinds of
people that imagine and engage a broad-range of effective nonviolent resistance or peacemaking
practices.
Third, the “just war” concept and particularly the language also tends to perpetuate habits
of violence in a society, thus undermining its’ often stated purpose of limiting war. It does this in
part as an example of Johan Galtung’s "cultural violence" concept, because as a concept, that war
can be justifiable or just, it often functions as one cultural idea among many to legitimate direct
and structural violence. This is one reason why we can’t just say the historical use of “just war”
mostly to justify war is simply a “mis-use” of the approach due to human sin. The language itself
functions to enable, make more likely, or perpetuate such use. Further, this cultural legitimation
occurs in part on the structural level by the preparations for war and the limited resistance to
such increasing preparations, notable even among many “revisionist” just war theorists. Fourth,
others point out that the "just war" concept and mentality also tends to address war as a discrete
event rather than a continuing presence in modern culture:
"…reject the dichotomized rhetoric inherent in current discussions of war that
refuses to acknowledge the interrelationship between domestic, national and
international violence. Just war theory perpetuates dichotomized views of war because
it does not define war as something that exists within the system that perpetuates the
culture of violence. Rather, it looks at each war as a specific event, analyzing each on a
case-by-case basis. This is a reactive theory that cannot deal with the underlying
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problems inherent in the surrounding system that are the causes of conflict."38
Fifth, in practice, using the “just war” language diminishes our capacity to consistently embody
and often even name war as always a tragedy, which opens the door further to habits and a
culture that too often glorifies violent "heroes;" and turns us away from the model of virtue and
holiness, i.e. Jesus Christ.
There are of course different ways to respond to these limits, but I am arguing in this
article that these limits enhance the significance of developing and embracing a turn to a “just
peace” approach. As one related response, Glen Stassen coordinated with other Christian
(including Catholic) theologians to develop a just peacemaking, which consists of a set of
normative practices arising into view by using the analogical imagination with the scriptural
witness.39 Stassen wanted to address a different question than the permissibility for war that
many pacifists and just war advocates debate, and attend to the question of what practices have
worked to prevent war and make us into peacemakers. Although he thought just peacemaking
should take priority, he appears open to a complementary relationship with a “just war” approach
for now.
Just peacemaking consists of ten practices: support nonviolent direct action; take
independent initiatives to reduce threat; use cooperative conflict resolution; acknowledge
responsibility for conflict and injustice and seek repentance and forgiveness; advance
democracy, human rights, and interdependence; foster just and sustainable economic
development; work with emerging cooperative forces in the international system; strengthen the
UN and international efforts for cooperation and human rights; reduce offensive weapons and
weapons trade; encourage grassroots peacemaking groups and voluntary associations.40
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These function as “practice norms,” i.e. historically verifiable effective practices, to guide
action in preventing war. As conflicts develop, the ethic challenges us and especially our
governments to engage these practices adequately before even approaching anything like a “just
war” analysis. However, there is no full consensus in this group of authors as to whether violence
is legitimated as a response to situations of intense violence, such as genocide, ethnic cleansing,
etc. under the responsibility to protect frame.
There is much overlap with just peacemaking and present official Catholic social
teaching as described above. For instance, in Catholic social teaching the turn to virtue certainly
resonates with identifying core practices, such as the “practice norm” approach in just
peacemaking. The increasing questions about just war resonate with a need for something more,
such as a just peacemaking approach. The increasing appreciation for strategic nonviolent
resistance resonates with some core practices of just peacemaking. The present permission in
Catholic social teaching to legitimate war or violence in situations of genocide or ethnic
cleansing under the responsibility to protect frame or international law also resonates with some
of the authors in Stassen’s group in the just peacemaking approach.
Critical Analysis and Argument
However, there are key limits to Stassen’s just peacemaking and present official Catholic
social teaching. For this paper, these include not yet developing or integrating some key elements
of a just peace approach, and legitimating war as justifiable, an activity of justice or a way to
bring about justice by using the language and concept of “just war.”41 Yet, I also sense
something more developing in the movements of Catholic social teaching. Therefore, in this
section, I briefly explore a relevant critique and corrective, analyze a potential development with
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the Catholic contribution of Maryann Cusimano Love, and explain my argument for a fuller
turning to a virtue-based “just peace” approach.
Through the different editions of just peacemaking, the approach encountered various
critiques.42 Jarem Sawatsky offered a very helpful alternative analysis called Just peace Ethics.
He worked out of the experience of restorative justice and peacebuilding scholar-practitioners to
discover a shared imagination that guided their work. Sawatsky develops this school of thought
by illuminating a deeper interconnection and interdependency between justice and peace, a
qualification of justice as restorative, and an explicit virtue-based approach that can cross
narratives or traditions. Although just peacemaking certainly integrates justice and peace, the
emphasis is on preventing war. Thus, the level of integration of justice and peace in just
peacemaking does not yet probe the depth of their relationship. Sawatsky explores this depth by
going beyond the prevention of war to the broader issues of conflict and harm.
Regarding the explicit virtue-based approach, while virtues are the means to human
flourishing, they are also constitutive, i.e. part of the end, which is human flourishing. Thus,
Sawatsky argues that a just peace ethic calls forth “means/ends consistency” or “reflectivity.”
The “how” must be consistent in character with the “what” we hope to accomplish, if we are to
in reality reach such an accomplishment.43 I would elaborate here and argue that means and ends
are reflective to the degree feelings, thoughts, and behaviors of the end sought are reflected in the
means. We may not get these perfectly aligned in this world, but we should do our best in
practice and expect the consequences for mis-alignment. For example, means/ends inconsistency
includes parents who spank or abuse their children thinking it will get them to be more attentive
and cooperative; schools relying primarily on suspension, expulsion or arrest to induce
community-building behavior; nonviolent movements which dehumanize their adversary; or
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countries that go to war claiming to obtain a just peace and ensure human rights. I know these
examples represent different levels of intensity, but also they are not simply a question of
proportionality. 44 By using analogy with these examples, to the degree inconsistency is apparent,
than this will linger in different forms or take the form of serious blowback until we address the
inconsistency and heal the harm this often causes to relationships and communities.
This strong attention to “means/ends” consistency directly challenges some authors of
just peacemaking and in Catholic social teaching that consider armed intervention at times as
justifiable, as an activity of justice, or a way to just peace. It also challenges those who argue that
military action and the other practices of just peacemaking can simply “serve the same end.”45
Further, this approach finds inadequate just peacemaking calling for merely “reducing offensive
weapons.” Overall, such just peace ethics amplifies and deepens just peacemaking and Catholic
social teaching’s attention to cultivating peacemakers in grassroots organizations and Christian
communities, particularly toward transforming conflict, healing harm, and better preventing war.
In large part, as a response to such limits to just peacemaking and Catholic social
teaching, as well as increasing critiques of the language and concept of “just war;” Maryann
Cusimano Love as a political scientist at Catholic University of America has developed the “just
peace criteria” as grounded in the way of Christ and as evolving from the insights of Catholic
organizations such as Caritas International and Catholic Relief Services. According to Cusimano
Love, the tradition of just peace has been “hiding in plain sight” and is not a new development,
but given to us by Jesus.46 She argues that these criteria apply to all stages of conflict, including
once violence has broken out. They include: just cause- dignity, life, common good; right
intention as positive peace; participatory process for decision-making; right relationship: vertical
(between high visibility leaders, middle range, and grassroots) and horizontal (across but within
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a social level); reconciliation; restoration- as material, psychological, spiritual; and
sustainability.47 Her right relationship criterion finds resonance with a leading peacebuilder John
Paul Lederach, who particularly points out the need to bring equal emphasis to the vertical
relationship building as with the horizontal.48 Cusimano Love’s proposal would function as
criteria for determining specific actions or sets of actions we might choose to engage conflict
before, during, or after direct violence breaks out. For example, I would argue that if we apply
the just peace criteria to a nonviolent resistance movement as a use of force against a dictator,
then holding up signs saying “Kill Milosevic” or “Milosevic is an A-hole” would not meet the
just peace criteria. These actions fail to uphold the dignity of the oppressor, not to mention the
oppressed, as her just cause criterion calls for, and they fail to meet the reconciliation criterion
calling for activity that heals wounds and draws people toward reconciling relationship. In
comparison, relying on the common criteria or content of the “just war” approach to violence
rarely illuminates with such clarity the dignity of the oppressor or adversary.
Likewise, if we use the just peace criteria to assess President Obama’s plan to bomb Syria
in 2013, then I argue we would see how this fails to promote the common good and life of all
people, which the just cause criterion requires; how it fails the restoration criterion by likely
destroying some needed infrastructure; and how it fails the participatory process criterion as
many Syrian civilian, nonviolent resistance leaders were not effectively included in the decision
and were against the bombing. Some argued that the bombing would have deterred Assad and
drawn us toward conditions where a political agreement or reconciliation could more likely arise.
In contrast to this “just war” approach, the just peace criteria and lens help us better identify the
problem with this argument. For instance, with the just peace criteria the act itself needs to draw
parties closer to conciliation, rather using a destructive and dehumanizing act with a stated
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intention for future reconciliation. By dehumanizing, I mean the act lowers our empathy for
others, such as those who will suffer from the bombing, and it is in discord with being and living
as a gift, i.e. our dignity. Thus, if we rely on the just war criteria to analyze Obama’s plan then
we likely miss a lot or devalue key pieces, such as dignity, common good of all people (not just
the majority), participatory process, and reconciliation. Further, relying on a just war approach
we ended up with most of the leading politicians and military advisors saying it met just war
criteria, while many theologians and particular Bishops argued various points of view for and
against. Thankfully, Pope Francis transcended this distorting discourse based on “just war”
approaches by speaking out against war and for just peace practices such as calling for global
fasting and prayer, seeing the other as brothers, encounter, negotiation, humanitarian assistance,
and the laying down of weapons. He spoke forcefully, “Never has the use of violence brought
peace in its wake. War brings on war!”49 Soon the Catholic voice generally coalesced against the
bombing. Meanwhile, “just peace” practices such as global prayer, organizing political pressure,
and diplomatic initiatives actually prevented the bombing. Unfortunately, other key just peace
practices were ignored and the war has continued in other ways.
There are a number of issues to work out with this proposed form of just peace criteria,
but one of them is how to apply the reconciliation criterion. For instance, is a boycott or sit-in
reconciling? Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. and Gandhi would both argue yes, assuming a just cause,
because they help illuminate the deeper conflict and thus, the truth of the conflict. By offering
“truth force” or nonviolent force, they provide a window to see the deeper needs of all parties,
even if the adversary interprets the action as frustrating their “wants,” i.e. as “coercive.”50 This
acknowledges and tries to address in part Cahill’s concern about Stassen’s just peacemaking not
adequately explaining the role of “coercion.” These above actions of nonviolent force or
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resistance help an often broken-down or lip service dialogue either re-start or become more
authentic in order to better transform the conflict.
However, Satyagraha as “truth-force” is a moral commitment to integrative power which
inevitably draws people closer, is in accord with our dignity, and is active in nonviolence,
whether in the form of dialogue (constructive program) or civil disobedience (obstructive
program). Gandhi and King made judgements about the forms of nonviolent force (constructive
or obstructive) based on a vision of human flourishing and corresponding virtues, including
nonviolence as a virtue. Thus, the particular form of nonviolent resistance was less about a moral
commitment to discerning an exception to when they might use “force” or “implicitly” drawing
on the “just war ethic” as some have argued.51 In contrast, the moral commitment to force being
integrative power and to nonviolence as a virtue is more aligned with their approach and just
peace. In turn, when nonviolent resistance was considered the orientation, mentality, moral
commitment, and content of the just peace criteria correspond much better with their overall
approach in discerning which action to take.
In a similar trajectory, I want to build on their work by arguing for a more virtue ethic
approach to “just peace” by focusing us on the question “what kinds of people are we
becoming?” This approach can also help us to focus on developing the character, habits, virtue
and core practices of peacemaking so that we are better prepared to imagine nonviolent ways to
engage conflict, to choose, and to sustain those ways through difficult situations. Thus, in the
context of Vatican II’s extension of the call to holiness to laity and building on the Catholic
trajectory of Franz Tillman, Bernard Haring, William Spohn, and Lisa Cahill, I am drawing on
an argument recently made for a distinct and central virtue of nonviolent peacemaking, cultivated
by seven core practices.52 This virtue approach to nonviolent peacemaking, and the broader just
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peace approach, is not the same as pacifism understood as a “rule against violence,” in large part
because it challenges us to become better people and societies in engaging conflict.53 This virtuebased argument is also built off the work of Stanley Hauerwas, Gandhi (Hindu), Abdul Ghaffar
Khan (Muslim), and Martin Luther King. The virtue is defined as a habit of realizing the goods
of a conciliatory love that draws enemies toward friendship, and the truth of our ultimate unity
and equal dignity.54 This virtue would uplift other related virtues, such as mercy, solidarity,
hospitality, and humility as well as qualify key virtues such as courage and justice, e.g. towards
restorative justice. The corresponding practices to this virtue, which could also improve the just
peacemaking practices include: prayer or meditation oriented to nonviolence, including for some
creating and using an optional Eucharistic prayer with explicit references to Jesus’ love of
enemies; training/education in nonviolent peacemaking and resistance, including forming
nonviolent peacemaking communities and engaging in nonviolent resistance; attention to
religious or spiritual factors, especially in government policy discourse, and intra/er-religious
dialogue; constructive program or social uplift with particular focus on the poor and
marginalized; conflict transformation and restorative justice; unarmed civilian peacekeeping or
protection; and nonviolent civilian-based defense.
By conflict transformation I follow John Paul Lederach, who describes it as envisioning
and responding “to the ebb and flow of social conflict as life-giving opportunities.”55 Conflict is
not held to be problematic and something merely to manage or resolve, but rather as a creative
opportunity for personal, relational, structural, and cultural growth or transformation.56 In
contrast, conflict management or conflict resolution approaches too often yield violent responses
or short-lived peace agreements between elites, as the roots of the conflict are left unaddressed.
For example, the “violent responses” may take the form of police repression to a nonviolent
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social movement since they are “stirring up conflict” and the conflict needs “managed,” or the
form of military actions/wars to “resolve” a conflict as a “just war” lens often suggests.
This approach to conflict as being potentially creative and constructive is important for
understanding the power and strategic effectiveness of nonviolent resistance. Gene Sharp has
identified key sources of power and pillars of support of oppressive regimes, which nonviolent
resistance movements should strategically focus on diminishing.57 In this strategic approach, the
resistance can achieve its political goals and shift power away from the oppressor even without a
“change of heart” by the oppressor. Recent history has demonstrated that this has worked against
some of the most ruthless leaders, particularly when there is wise strategic planning.58 In fact,
recent research has discovered that contemporary nonviolent resistance movements have been
twice as successful in achieving their political objectives as violent revolutions. Even more
telling, successful nonviolent movements have led to basic “durable democracies” at least ten
times (some argue 30 times) more often than “successful” violent revolutions.59 To the degree
such nonviolent resistance movements become integrated with the virtue of nonviolent
peacemaking, I suggest their success would be even higher, especially regarding durable
democracy and more significantly a sustainable just peace.
Unarmed civilian peacekeeping or protection entails an outside party intervening in a
conflict as non-partisan, with compassion for all parties, without violence, with the aim of
defusing violence, and of creating a space for reconciliation and peace building. This proven
practice includes tactics such as protective presence and accompaniment, proactive engagement
with armed actors, physical interposition, monitoring/documenting, modeling nonviolent
behavior, connecting local persons to national and international resources, and providing safe
places from violence or for restorative dialogue.60
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Civilian-Based Defense entails using nonviolent resistance to defend against military
invasion, occupation or coups d’etat. For instance, the resistors do not necessarily physically
prevent invading troops from entering their territory. Yet, most people in some way participate in
the resistance, taking responsibility for their defense rather than delegating it to an elite group. 61
This primarily entails non-cooperation with key orders of the opponent and perhaps creation of a
parallel institutions or government, to the point of making it inconvenient to nearly impossible
for the occupying force to benefit or even stay. Taking different forms civilian-based defense has
developed a number of times in the past century and some governments recently incorporated it
into their defense planning. Past examples include the 1923 resistance to Wolfgang Kapp’s
attempted coup d’etat in Germany,62 the Norwegian and Danish resistance against German
occupation during WWII,63 the Czechoslovakian resistance against Soviet occupation in 1968,64
the Baltic countries in 1990-91,65 and the Philippines in 1986. Sweden, Austria, Switzerland, and
Lithuania have incorporated civilian-based defense into their defense planning by providing
research and development funds to create nonviolent methods to prevent military occupation. 66
To summarize this section, the just peacemaking practices are helpful in thinking about
how to prevent war and how to hold governments accountable to these practices, particularly
when they argue for engaging in a war. However, they don’t directly address the “just war”
criteria and the unhealthy psycho-social reality this framework too often enables. Cusimano
Love does and she argues that the just peace criteria should actually at least take priority to using
“just war” criteria, if not ultimately, as I wonder, perhaps serve as an alternative to “just war”
criteria because they are more expansive across all stages of conflict as well as more conducive
to actually cultivating a just peace.
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As with Catholic social teaching, Stassen and Cusimano Love both desire for us to
become better and more just peacemakers. I am building on this shared desire and transforming
their proposed frameworks by offering an orienting virtue ethic along with the focused question,
“what kinds of people are we becoming?” This virtue approach builds out Pope Francis’ wisdom
that “peacemaking is much more courageous than warfare.”67 Further, this virtue would amplify
the development of character and the kind of imagination, which engages and creatively applies,
extends, and even corrects the core practices of Stassen’s just peacemaking as well as Catholic
social teaching. For instance, the virtue includes the core practice of a constructive program,
which helps clarify that nonviolence functions primarily as a constructive endeavor more so than
being limited to obstructive activity. This virtue would also include other aspects that are
underdeveloped or missing from just peacemaking and to some extent from Catholic social
teaching, such as conflict transformation, unarmed civilian protection, care for creation through
the related virtue of solidarity, (missing from just peacemaking) and nonviolent civilian-based
defense. This virtue ethic would challenge the just peacemaking practice of merely reducing
“offensive weapons” as both an unclear distinction and inadequate. Further, persons would better
imagine alternatives to, further marginalize, and at least culturally de-legitimate the use of
violence even if legally permitted by part of the UN’s responsibility to protect agreement, which
still has support in Catholic social teaching and in some authors of just peacemaking.
The just peacemaking practices may help prevent some wars, but the virtue-based just
peace approach described above would likely do a better job of preventing and transforming
violence, which ultimately strengthens the prevention of war as well as the capacity to defuse
active wars.68 This virtue-based approach would also prepare us better to orient, apply and
develop the just peace criteria of Cusimano Love, perhaps as a way to move beyond “just war”
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language. Moving beyond the concept and language of “just war” would be one step to building
off Pope Francis who de-links justice from killing.69 For the Catholic Church, I suspect we
would more clearly sense the call to develop and embrace a fuller turn to a “just peace”
approach.
Public Policy Examples and Challenges
The turn to “just peace” in our Catholic communities and theology also has significant
implications for how we analyze public policy as the practices above suggest. I suggest we begin
by framing our moral policy analysis oriented by just peace, understood as illuminating human
dignity, ensuring human rights and cultivating thriving relationships.70 Examples of drawing on
the “just peace” lens to apply to contemporary issues have been articulated, e.g. regarding the
issue of lethal drones, nuclear weapons, the conflict in Syria, and ISIS.71
Earlier I referred to some ways just peace criteria would apply to an earlier stage in the
conflict in Syria. To further illustrate an integrated “just peace” approach, I turn briefly to the
issue of lethal drones, which have also been analyzed by an official Catholic organization using a
“just war” approach.72 I would begin with the question, “what kinds of people are we
becoming,” particularly by using lethal drones to address conflict? With this lens along with the
just peace criteria and core practices identified above, we are more likely to identify and commit
to transformative peacemaking practices, rather than use lethal drones. As a reminder, the just
peace criteria include: just cause- dignity, life, common good; right intention as positive peace;
participatory decision-making process; right relationship: vertical (between high visibility
leaders, middle range, and grassroots) and horizontal (across but within a social level);
reconciliation; restoration- as material, psychological, spiritual; and sustainability.73
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Including the affected communities in our attention to “kinds of people we are
becoming,” we would more likely identify how lethal drones increase fear and anxiety in
communities by their constant hovering and the risk of being in the wrong place at the wrong
time. Fear and anxiety builds distrust in a community. Thus, they would struggle to meet the just
peace criterion of just cause that requires the common good of all, the criterion of participatory
process, and the criterion of sustainability. With a “just peace” approach grounded in the
orienting question above, we would also see how lethal drones exacerbate impersonal ways of
engaging conflict or what Pope Francis calls the “technocratic paradigm.”74 We become
increasingly less capable and willing to engage various conflicts in humanizing ways that are in
accord with our human dignity. We become less likely to create conditions to defuse the hostility
by using effective, transformative practices, such as development programs, restorative justice
practices, nonviolent civilian resistance training, or unarmed civilian protection mechanisms.
Thus, the use of lethal drones struggles to meet the just peace criterion of drawing us toward
restoration. We likely increase a habit of avoiding root causes, which also can impact other
policy issues such as immigration or environmental justice. Even if one or more armed persons
are killed by lethal drones, it is quite predictable and often bears out, that more armed persons
will arise particularly from the trauma induced. We also diminish key virtues, such as solidarity
with all people, especially the poor and marginalized; courage, that risks one's life to lift up the
dignity of all people; and even justice, particularly healing harm to relationships via restorative
justice. In this light, lethal drones seem quite inconsistent with human dignity. 75
In contrast, a “just war” approach tends to begin with the question, “what conditions
might be necessary for the use of lethal drones to be considered justifiable or just?” The common
tendency even by some religious leaders is to primarily identify some desired limits such as
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developing international standards on lethal drones, more transparency, only if imminent threat,
proportionate violence, no “intention” to harm civilians, and as a last resort.76 Yet,
“proportionate” violence is too often ambiguous, and good “intention” is too easily claimed
while minimizing the moral value of actual effects on civilians, not to mention others. There is
often a more narrow or truncated view of alternative practices before reaching “last resort.”
Further, there is often inadequate attention if any to building peace, addressing root causes, or
considering the kinds of habits we are developing. Thus, in the context of the U.S. and our
present habits of engaging conflict, lethal drones largely continue unabated with little concern
from many. A fuller turn to “just peace” is sorely needed, particularly by the Catholic Church.
If such a turn were to take place, some might raise important questions which need
addressed. First, even if the Catholic Church turns to just peace, what happens when
governments seek military action or go to war? How do we engage the dialogue and set limits on
war? Won’t we be dismissed and ignored in the key circles of decision-making? The fact is that
people like Maryann Cusimano Love are already using her just peace criteria in high level U.S.
government circles, and she’s not being dismissed. Further, I suggest we engage the dialogue
beforehand, during, and after violent conflict by making clear arguments about effective concrete
just peace practices. We also use the just peace criteria to guide actions to prevent, defuse, and
heal; as well as to hold accountable actions chosen by others. We keep attention on the question,
“what kind of people we are becoming” and the virtues or vices being cultivated. As Catholics,
we should refuse to risk impressions of war as an activity of justice, as the “just war” language
too often does.77 Yet, keeping clear the distinction between justice and legality, the present legal
code, both domestically and internationally, has legal limits on war which will still function. I am
not necessarily suggesting all people simply drop these legal limits, i.e. legalized content of a
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“just war” approach, even though many continue to ignore international law regarding war.78
Yet, gradually with persistence and especially through transforming civil society via God’s
grace, we as Catholics should work to develop such law to increasingly incorporate and turn to
just peace practices and criteria. This would be more consistent with Vatican II’s call to strain
every muscle to outlaw war.79
Second, should we as the Catholic Church use both sets of criteria? Should we just shift
the language from “just war” to “limited war?” A shift to “limited war” criteria would certainly
be better than mixing war with the notion of justice, and may illuminate better some of the good
intentions in the “just war” tradition. Part of the process of any full turning to just peace will
entail both sets of criteria being drawn on by some, compared, and worked out in concrete cases.
However, without the turn to a just peace approach—criteria, practice norms, core virtues—then
we as the Catholic Church continue to in principle legitimate war as a practice as long as it is
“limited.” Such religious legitimation and more so the practice of war itself already has and will
likely continue to obstruct the development of our imagination, will, and practice of just peace
approaches, and thus, leave us too easily influenced, determined, and co-opted by those in
political, economic, and military positions of power. Some examples of this obstruction include:
a prominent Christian scholar of “just war” ethics refusing to learn about the emerging practice
of unarmed civilian protection because they deemed it “not their area of expertise;” a major
Catholic advocacy organization in Washington D.C. still having no awareness of this specific
practice, although the organized practice has been around for 25-30 years; and how rarely
Catholic leaders speak about or promote nonviolent resistance (esp. boycotts, strikes, civil
disobedience, etc.) to injustice and violence. I suspect that we as Catholics, and even all
Christians, need to make a clearer turn to “just peace” and advance its’ development.
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Third, what about the grave atrocity cases, especially when the lethal threat is immediate?
Shouldn’t governments intervene with military action when “necessary”? Shouldn’t the Catholic
Church be supportive of saving the “innocent” and ensuring human rights? Even when the lethal
threat is immediate and grave, the church as the Body of Christ in this world should urgently
offer and participate in just peace ways of analysis, advocacy, and intervention before, during,
and after such moments. The Catholic Church need not and I suggest should not be engaged in
providing explicit justification or legitimation for military violence.
When the level of dehumanization is so high, then what is “necessary” is not so much
lethal violence, but the willingness to risk one’s life for the sake of the dignity of all people.
Pope Francis clearly said "war is never a necessity, nor is it inevitable. Another way can always
be found.”80 Facing squarely the reality of sin and evil in our world, just peace interventions
should expect higher potential for suffering or even death in such moments, rather than settle for
the too popular position of taking military action or doing nothing.81 Although the potential for
suffering and death is higher in such moments compared to other stages of conflict, the level of
suffering and death compared to military intervention is much lower often in the short-run but
almost certainly in the long-run. Nevertheless, if governments or the UN decide based on present
international law for military action in such atrocity cases, the Catholic Church’s role is less
about condemning those persons who took such action. Instead, I suggest the Catholic’s role is
more about clearly naming such violent action as a tragedy, a failure on the way of just peace, as
well as inconsistent with human dignity and a culture of human rights for all. Further, and more
importantly in such cases, the Catholic’s role is also more about keeping a just peace approach
front and center; and to advocate even in the midst of violence, for creative just peace practices
to defuse, stop, and transform the violence. This would mean during and after the violence,
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Catholics should clearly take a restorative justice approach to all actors, which include the
human need for accountability.82 During and after the violence, the Catholic Church should
advocate for addressing the root causes, promote public mourning rituals for the violence, and
urgently call for the government actors particularly, but also the Catholic Church to significantly
increase nonviolent intervention strategies as well as investments in such training and institutions .83

Conclusion
As a way of concluding, I offer some practical recommendations around Catholic
communities to help advance this development toward a “just peace” approach for Catholic
social teaching. Becoming virtuous and just peace people requires communities of formation. In
1986, Susan Thistlethwaite developed an integrated “Just Peace Church” program for the United
Church of Christ, which includes the call to “move beyond just war thinking.”84 This includes
training in nonviolent peacemaking skills, explicit encouragement of any young members
discerning a call to be conscientious objectors to war, and exploring with military industries the
opportunities to become just peace industries, etc.85 This program would be enhanced with the
integration of the just peace criteria and a virtue-based approach as outlined above.86 Further, the
recent Mennonite-Catholic dialogue explicitly recognized nonviolence as a Christian and human
virtue, and they embraced the “Church’s decisive function to incarnate the new order of the
Kingdom of God.” 87 Similar to the United Church of Christ, more and more Catholic parishes,
religious institutes, and organizations could explicitly engage a “just peace” discernment in a
somewhat analogous way to signing on to the Catholic Climate Covenant.
In sum, Just Peace is both a vision and an ethic. As a vision, it expresses the reality of
Shalom and the integration of peace and justice as modeled by Christ. As an ethic, it offers a way
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of justice via peace-making and peace via justice-making. This entails an understanding of just
peace, which includes a moral commitment to illuminating human dignity, but also ensuring
human rights and cultivating thriving relationships. This ethic offers a set of core virtues to form
our character and shape core practices, as well as to both orient and better apply a set of just
peace criteria for specific actions to engage conflict. As a virtue approach, it is not the same as
pacifism “understood as a rule against violence,” but it challenges us to become better people
and societies in engaging conflict. The qualification of justice as restorative, the virtue of
nonviolent peacemaking, and the recognition of means/ends reflectivity are each key elements of
this ethic. I have described the present Catholic social teaching, the trajectory of development
and argued the Catholic Church should advance these recent key developments toward a turning
to a “just peace” analysis and approach, particularly to large-scale conflict and war. I have also
offered some initial thoughts on practical steps to advance this turn in our particular faith
communities and policy discourse, including an initial shift in language or frame from “just war”
to “just peace.” More thinking, development, clarification, and application of a “just peace”
approach is certainly welcomed and needed.
May the God of Love grace our hearts to turn to “just peace” and the way of Jesus’ love
of friends, strangers, and enemies. The centrality and even declared Year of Mercy, which Pope
Francis illuminates, urgently invites us in this direction.88
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